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Subject:

2016 Sewer Surcharge Update

1.
I.

REGOMMENDATION:

city rilide:

X

ward(s):

THAT the following status quo wastewater rates, which avoid any increase in costs in 2016 for
the average user using the same quantity of water, BE APPRO\{ED:

A.

Fixed Charge- To be based the metre size as detailed in Appendix B ($15.87 for residential
customers)

B.

II.

Water Consumption Charge- To be based on a rate per cubic metre of water ($2.35 per m3
water for residential users and $0.81 per m3 for commercial customers); and

of

TIIAT in order to avoid charging a surcharge on the water that is estimated to not have been
returned to the sewer system, water consumption for the purpose of calculating the sewer
surcharge bills for the extended summer months (May through October) continue to BE BASEI)
on the lower of actual consumption or winter usage (November through April) and that WUC
continue to use the appropriate billing methodology to achieve this goal; and

III.

TI{AT City Council RECEI¡E the updated 2016 Sewer Surcharge Budget

and 4-Year Sewer

Surcharge Forecasts (2017-2020) as presented in Appendix A of the report; and

ry.

THAT the total contributions to the Equipment Replacement Reserve Funds remain at
82,703,168, and be allocated as follows: $891,830 to the LRWRP reserve, $798,981 to
the LRPCP reserve, and $1,012,357 to the Pumping Stations reserve.

N/A

W'
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2.

BACKGROUND:

The sewer surcharge on the water bill has been in place since January l, l994.IJnt1l that date the costs
were fi¡nded from the property tax lely. The intent of the surcharge is to charge a user fee on the
estimated water that is discharged into the sewer system and has to be treated prior tó being released back
into the environment.
This report provides an update on the 2016 sewer surcharge rates and expected revenues based on meter
and water consumption projections received from Windsor Utilities Commission.

3.

DISCUSSION:

General
The Sewer Surcharge budget is updated annually and a 5 year projection, inclusive
rates, is submitted as part ofthe annual City budget.

ofthe sewer surcharge

Water meter and consumption projections were recently received from WUC staff. Water usage is
projected to decrease in 2016 for both residential and commercial rustomers. This decrease is partially
offset by the projected increase in meters for residential and commercial customers. Combined, the WUC
water meter and consumption projections (on which the City's sewer surcharge rates are applied) reflect
an overall decrease of approximately $1.1 million in sewer surcharge revenues or 1.9%. this is
consistent with the overall trend across the province as more people practice water conservation.

CITY OF WINDSOR'S SEWER ¡[f, TWORI( - OVERVIEW
The

city's

sewer network consists of approxim ately 1,725 km of the following four types of sewers:

1)

Storm Sewers carÐ¡ storm water runoff only. Storm sewers eventually drain to the Detroit River,
untreated. There are 781 kilometres of storm sewers within the City of Windsor

2)

Sanitary Sewers are designed to convey human domestic and industrial vr'aste to the City's
wastewater treatment facilities. The City of Windsor maintains approximately 730 kilometres of
sanitary sewers.

3)

Combined Sewers were constructed throughout the City until the 1950s. Combined sevr'ers carrJ¿
both storm water and sanitary waste in a single pipe. storm water and sanitary water flow
together to the City's wastewâter treatment plants through 214 km of combined sewers.

4)

Over-and-Under Sewers consist of a dedicated sanitary sewer pipe with a larger, separate storm
pipe installed directly over it. There a¡e 19 km (included in storm and sanitary totals) of overand-under sewe¡s in Windsor which flow to the City,s wastewater treatment plants.

Together, combined and over-and-under sewers represent approximately 13% ofthe entire sewer system.

The City of Windsor also has two water treatment plants, Lou Romano Water Reclarnation Plant
(LRWRP) and Little River Pollution Control Plant (LRPCP). The Lou Romano Water Reclamation Plant
(recently expanded and upgraded at â cost of approximately $110 million) drains approximately twothirds of Windsor and accepts flow from Tecumseh and LaSalle. The Little River Pollutìon Control Plant
also accepts sewage from the Town of Tecumseh.
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There are tlree main sewers that enter into the Lou Romano Plant:

1)

2)
3)

Lands north of E.c. Row and west of pillette feed by gravity to the c.M.H. woods (formerly
Caron Avenue) Pump Station and this flow is pumped to the LRWRP through the Riverfiont
Interception.
The Town of LaSalle pumps sanitary sewage to the Lou Romano plant by agreement.
The Windsor area south of E.C. Row flows by gravity to the LRWRp.

All three of

the above flows enter the LRWRP at one location and are lifted into the Plant for treatment.

In addition to the two pollution control plants, the cþ has forty-three pumping stâtions (g Sanitary, 29
Storm and 6 Combined). This is mainly due to the flat topography of Windsor. Pumping stations are a
major component of the sewer network as they pump storm water and sewage to the appropriate places
for discharge or treatment. All sanitary pump stations have back-up power and all storm pùmp stations
have overflows.
The City recently constructed the Mario Sonego Retention Treatment Basin (RTB) on the riverfront. The
RTB (construction cost of approximately $67 million) is capturing, storing and treating combined sewer
overflows tha! before its construction, would otherwise discharge directly to the Detróit River. After a
rain even! the solids retained by the RTB are conveyed by the sewer network to the LRWRp for further
treatment.

As mentioned previously, there are 43 pump stations across windsor. These pump stations are
continuously monitored remotely from the LRWRP. There a¡e a crew of 5 waitewãter collection
operators, licensed by the Ministry ofthe Environment, tlrat ensure the pump stations are well maintained
and operating efficiently. Staff monitors th€ systems during wet weather events to ensure there are no
problems with the pump stations.

Capital Expenditures
Over the last several years, the sewer surcharge has contributed $21.6 million annually to fund sewer
related projects in the capital budget (compared to approximately $5 million a decade àgo). The 2015
contingent allocation of $2.1 million has been used to increase the 2016 Í nding to $23.7 million. These
expenditures firnd sewer rehabilitation projects which reconstruct deteriorating sewers, the installation of
nevr' sewers, as well as the replacement of old sewers. These ongoing capital expenditures are crucial in
order to reduce the risk of basement flooding and to protect the environment. Additionally, the sewer
surcharge also funds approximately $2.7 million of equipment purchases and replacementi at the two
water reclamation plants as well as the pumping stations. The eaves trough disconnection and backwater
valve installation aimed at reducing basement flooding are some ofthe worthwhile projects funded from
the sewer surcharge.

Onerating Expenditures
Although the City of Windsor makes improvements annually to the complex system of underground
pipes, sewers and catch basins, given the volume of sewers to separate and,/or repair it will take many
years to completely accomplish. This also requires an operating budget to maintain the sewer system on
an ongoing basis.

There are eighteen employees in the sewer maintenance a¡ea who perform sewer maintenance on the
City's 1,725 km sewer network. The Sewer Maintenance Division has a preventative maintenance
cleaning program wherein, subject to available resources, they routinely:

o
¡
o

Maintain sanitary se\ ers
Clean storm sewers
Clean catch basins
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.

Clean and grade municipal drains and roadside ditches.

This wo¡k is supported by the following equipment or crews:

.4
a

a

flushers

rodder
set of sewer bucket machines
interceptor inspection crew
eel crew

Due to the volume and complexity (heavy sedimentation, roots, etc.), it takes more time to clean the
City's 900 km of sanitary/combined sewer network (approximately 5 years for one cleaning cycle, subject
to attending to complaints and based on current resource levels) than it does to clean the storm r¡r'âter
sewers. Storm water sewers which carry clear rain water are not as complicated as sanitary sewers to
clean. Therefore, it only takes 3 years to complete a cycle of cleaning the City's storm r¡,/âter sewer
network, subject to attending to complaints and based on current resource levels.
Rodding of sewers in areas of the City knolr¡n for root infiltration occurs continuously and takes
approximately 2-7 5 years to complete one cleaning cycle.
The City has a program in place to video sewers to assess their condition. Approximately just over 20Yø
ofthe city system has had video inspection. Contractors are used for this function, along with all sewer
repair and installations.

Additionally, a system is in place to alert staff of upcoming forecasted rain events, which then proactively
monitor the sewer system to address as many issues that arise as possible.
Other operating expenditures are incurred for various other sewer related activities, repayment of debt
charges (for the Lou Romano Water Reclamation Plant upgrade and expansion) as well as administrative
and support services.

4.

RISKANALYSIS:

As in prior years, there are a number of risks to be considered in conjunction with establishing the 2016
Sewer Surcharge rates some of which are summarized briefly below:
Expenditure Risks - The projections put forth are based on current estimates of the required expenditures
relative to Pollution Control and Sewer Maintenance and Repair, etc. These estimates are expected to be
reflective of final actual costs, however there is the risk given that tlese costs will be incurred tÍroughout
the year that some fluctuations in the expenditures as compared to budget may occur. The likelihood of
this risk materializing is rated as possible; the likely impact of the consequences is rated as moderate.
Therefore this should be considered a moderate risk. Mitigation for this risk comes from the Quarterþ
Variance monitoring and the Sewer Surcharge reserve fund.

Water Consumption Risk - Budget pressure on the sewer surcharge rate can result from any sewor
surcharge revenue decrease related to the reduced consumption of water. Essentiall¡ the decreased water
consumption reduces the Cþ's revenues from the sewer surcharge. At this point the water consumption
is an estimate and is subject to considerable variability. This is a risk given the WUC planned increase to
the water rates by 4Yo in 2016, and 4yo tn 2017. The likelihood of this risk materializing is rated as
possible; the likely impact ofthe consequences is rated as moderate. Therefore this should be considered
a moderate risk. Mitigation for this risk comes from the Quarterly Variance reports and the Sewer
Surcharge reserve Fund.
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Elimlnalion of Contingent Expenditure Risk - In previous years $2.1 million in contingent expenditures
was included in the Sewer Surcharge Operating Fund to mitigate the dsk that water usage woulù continue
its decreasing trend. To date based on relatively stable water usage; we have been ablè to reallocate the
$2'1 million from 2014 and 2015 years into 2015 and 2016 capifalbudgets. Based on the 2016 projected
decline in water usage figures provided by WUC staff, we can no longer keep this contingent line and
must use it to offset the reduced ¡evenue. Altematively, sewer surcharge rates would need to be
increased. The likelihood of lower sewer surcharge revenue as a result of lower tfian budget€d water
usage is possible and the likely impact of the consequences rated as moderate. Therefore, the risk of
removal of the contingent expenditure line is considered moderate and can be mitigated by the Quarterþ
Variance reports and the Sewer Surcharge Reserve Fund

Capital Project R¡sks - The capital budget items put forth reflect the best estimate of
required to complete the various projects under the capital plan. As with all budgets,
management's best estimates of the expected capital costs however as with all câpital
always the risks that costs may increase due to unforeseen issues that could not have

the capital costs
these iepresents

projects there is
been reasonably

predicted. The likelihood of this risk matel.ìaliziíE is rated as possible; the likely impact of the
consequences is rated as moderate. Therefore this should be considered a moderate risk. Mitigation for
this risk comes from the Capital Variance reports and from other sewer projects in a surplus poÀition that
can be used to fr¡nd projects in a deficit. In addition, there is Sewer Surcharge reserve fund, if necessary.
Risl<s from possible Reduction in Capital Program
- Consideration may be given to the possibility of
reducing the Capital Budget component of the Sewer Surcharge. Any consideration to iuch opúons
should take into account the significant negative impacts on the infrasfucture. There could ahó be a
resultant impact on the ability to maintain the existing sewers, thereby reducing the pace of eliminating
combined or leaky sewers. The likelihood of this risk materializing is rated as unlikely; the likely impact
of the consequences is rated as high. Therefore this should be considered a moderate risk. Mitigation for
this risk comes from the development of the Asset Management Plan that on an ongoing basis ;i assist
with the prioritization of capital projects.

-

Risks from Depleting the Sewer &rcharge Reserve
Options may be considered to reduce / deplete the
sewer surcharge reserve in order to reduce the sewer surcharge rates. This would leave the Corporation
without an adequate dedicated reserve to firnd any shortfalls. This is especially risþ given the historical

of declining revenues due to decreasing \ ater consumption As well, this would leave the
Corporation without the ability to firnd the City's share of projects funded by provincial grants that are
announced periodically for sewer/wastewater purposes. The likelihood of this risk materializing is rated
as possible; the likely impact of the consequences is rated as moderate. Therefore this should be
considered a moderate risk. Mitigation for this risk comes from the development ofa five year forecast to
anticipate firture pressures.
trend

Climate Change R¡sfs- Increased rainfall from climate change may increase water infiltration into the
sewer system. This would increase treatment costs. The likelihood of this risk materializing is rated as
possible; the likely impact of the consequences is rated as moderate. Therefore this should be considered
a moderate risk. Mitigation for this risk comes from the establishment of a budget that is based on
historical averages and trends. In addition, there is the sewer Surcharge reserve fund, ifnecessary.

5.

FINANCIAL MATTERS:

2015 Year-End Results

While the 2015 year-end books will not be closed until the begiruring of 201ó, preliminary projections
reported in the 3'" Quarter Variance Report indicate that Sewer Surcharge Operating Fund rmay end the
year with a surplus of $973,000 (or 1.6%o) of the tot¿l budget. Any surplus will be transfened to the
Sewer Surcharge Reserue Fund. The current balance in this reserve fund is approximately $9.5 million
and is used as both rate stabilization fund and capital expenditure fund for projects where funds are
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required to match provincial funding announcements. The latter use is of particular importance as without
we could not match provincial grants without severe spikes in the sewer surcharge rates. It is also
impo¡tant to note that Windsor's wastewater reserve per capita of S52 is significantþ lower than the
provincial average of $171.

i!

Recommended 2016 Oneratins Exoenditures
The sewer surcharge firnded operating costs are very challenging to reduce in the short term. Many of the
processes in the pollution control plants are provincially legislated and must meet ever increasing
environmental standa¡ds. The maintenance of the sewer system is also driven by required repairs, with
most being reactionary in nature due to the age of the City's sewer infrastructure. Failing to provide
ongoing maintenance will result in more expensive future replacement costs.

The sewer surcharge funded operating budget was ¡eviewed in detail as part of the 2016 Operating
Budget process with an effort to reduce costs wherever possible. During the 2016 operating budget,
management did review a number of areas for possible operating efficiencies. Budget adjustment
recommendations were made wherever possible. Some of the areas considered include the reduction in
equipment, maintenance and sludge removal costs to reflect actual expenditures and other service
reductions some ofwhich were accepted and others were not. Main inflationary budget pressures included
increased costs for salary/wages and benefits, utilities, and insurance.
Overall, the sewer surcharge operating budget expenditure requirements have increased by a modest
gl57
or 0.2Y0 as compared to 2015 (assuming status quo capital expenditures as diScussed in the next
'3I7
section of the repoft). It is important to note that $2.1 million in contingent expenditures has been
removed. This line was initially set up to mitigate the risk that water usage would continue its decreasing
trend. To date based on relatively stable water usage; we have been able to reallocate the $2.1 million
from2014 and 2015 years into 2015 and 2016 capiøl budgets. Based on the 2016 projected $ 1.1 million
decline in water usage figures provided by WUC staf! we can no longer keep this contingent line and
must use it to offset the reduced revenue. Altematively, sewer surcharge rates would need to be
increased.

The new Sewer surcharge Budget and Forecast (20 1 6-2020) is aftached as Appendix A to this report.

Recommended 2015 Capital Expenditures

In addition to the operating expenditures the sewer surcharge budget currently includes g21.6 million in
annual capital funding that is used to fund sewer related capital projects. Total available sewer surcharge
funding in 2016 is $2I.6 million. Significant ISF funding was received in 2009/2010 to complete sewer
servicing in the Employment Lands and to construct the Mario Sonego Retention Treatment Basin (RTB)
on the riverffont. over the last decade, council has steadily increased capital funding (from
approximately $5 million to the current $21.6 million) to address basement flooding across the City and
to chip away at the accumulated infrastructure deficit.

It is important to note that sewer maintenance and repair, drain maintenance, capital budget construction
of sanitary, storm, storm relief and combined sewer replacement, and the support required for the above
are all funded by sewer surcharge. Significant progress appears to have been made in the effoñ to reduce
basement flooding.

In addition to the noted $21.6 million funding, the

proposed budget includes additional contingent

expenditures of $2.1. As noted in the risk section, the $2.1 million was included to mitigate the risk of
declining revenues given the province-wide trend and the proposed water rate increases over the next few
years. This risk is especially pronounced given that the consumption portion accounts for 70Yo of the
sewer surcharge revenues. Once the books are closed in2016,the 2015 contingency can be redirected to
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fund additional capital works in the 2016 capital budget, bringing the capital frrnding from the sewer
surcharge to $23.7 million for 2016.

Recommended Status Ouo Rates

The sewer surcharge water consumption rates for 2016 are recommended to remain at $2.35 per cubic
metre of water for residential customers and $0.81 per cubic meter for commercial customers. In
addition, the fixed charge component of the surcharge is also being recommended to remain at the
amounts shown in Appendix B ($ 15.87 for residential consumers).

It is important to

note that by leaving the 2016 sewer surcharge rates unchanged, consumers using the
will not see an increase to their sewer surcharge bills. Given
the projected decrease in water consumption for 2016, some customers will actualþ experience a
decrease in their sewer surcharge bill. The City will collect approximately $1.1 million less in sewer
same quantity of water in 2016 as in 2015,

surcharge revenues than in 2015. The projected sewer surcharge revenues and expenditures are detailed

Appendix A.

Sewer Rates
Fixed Sewer Charse
Variable Sewer Charge

Sewer Rates
Fixed Sewer Charse
Variable Sewer Charge

Typical Residential Customer
2015 Current Rates
$1s 87

in

2016 Proposed Rates
s I 5.87

$2.35 per cubic metre of water

$2.3

used (reduced for excess summer

used (reduced for excess summer

consumption)

consumotion)

Tvpical Commercial Customer
Current Commercial Rates
$80.58 for tvoicat 1" service
$0.81 per cubic metre of water
used (reduced for excess summer
consrrmntionl

Proposed Commercial Rates
$80.58 for tvpical 1" service
$0.81 per cubic metre of water

5 per cubic metre of water

used (reduced for excess summer

consumotion)

Impact of WIJC's "Winter Average Daily Usage,, Calculation
This calculation will continue to be completed for each customer with the sewer surcharge rates to be
applied to the lower of actual water usage or winter average, whichever is lower, for each customer. This
ensures that excess summer water usage (for watering lawns, washing cars, etc) is not used in calculating
the sewer surcharge.

Sewer Surcharge Revenue

Below is a table that details the projected 2016 sewer surcharge revenues as compared to 2015. The
allocation between residential & commercial customers has remained the same as 2015 and the allocation
between fixed and variable costs remains at approximately 30/70 (fixed vs. variable) for residential
customers. The percentage for fixed vs. variable has shifted slightþ due to lower projected water usagss
and a projected inc¡ease in the number of meters.
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Projected 2015 Sewer Revenues ($)
Res¡dentÍal Commerc¡al
Total

ìxêd
component

7,785,389
I

2, 1 89,35 0

Va¡iable

1

1,079,313

28,504.777
Total
Resident¡al vs
Commercial
EregrysrLqþle
Àrlñêâfiôn

40.694.'t27
680/o

300/o

?t1"/:

14.464.702

7,785,389
12,149,350
19,974,739
11

Projected 2016 Sewer Revenues (g)
Residential

Total

4.oo2.821

I,OO2,821

12,316,17 4

12.316.'t74
20,318,995
10,6ô7,000

,079,3 13

28,504,777
39.584.090
59 558 829

Commerc¡al

27,443,9A2

10,667,000

27.443.9A2
38,1 10.982

39.760.156

320/o

-_--11_b)

5s%l

18.669.821

6Ao/.1

32%

_-?:1Á

43o/o

6eo/oi

57"À

54,429,977

Note: The City will be collecting the sewer surcharge revenue in the same proportion as in 2015 for
commercial and residential customers. The decrease in revenues is not from a ràte decrease, but results
from the lower expected consumption patterns due to water conservation.

Allocation of Costs
The residentiaUcommercial ratio of 68Yo/32%o was maintained at the historical ratio to avoid a shift in
costs. Likewise, the fixed/variable allocation for commercial customers was maintained at approximately
tlre historical level of 41Yo/59%o. Similar to residential, the projected increase in meters and reduction in
r¡r'ater usage has moved the ratio slightly to 43%151%. Changing the fixed vs. variable split in the
commercial customers to mirror the previously approved 30%/70% fixed/variable allocation for the
residential customers would result in costs shifting from commercial customers with lower water usage to
customers with a higher water usage. These are the reasons for maintaining the lower recommended
consumption charge for the commercial customers.

Other Factors Impactins the Sewer Surcharge Revenue

In recent years, the City experienced a trend of stable to lower water consumption similar to

other

municipalities in the province. The trend of lower water consumption appears to be intensiSzing for 2016.
This trend is likely related to water conservation measures and technolory as well as the slowdown in the
economy. It is difficult to predict ifthis trend will st¿bilize or continue in frrture years.

It should be noted that the declining consumption puts upward pressure on the surcharge rate. The reason
for this is that a significant portion of the costs related to r¡,/astewater are largely fixed and therefore
reduced revenues from consumption cannot generally be offset by equal decreases in operâting costs.
Therefore, the impact of water consumption on sewer surcharge revenues remains a signifìcant risk to the
sewer surcharge model. This is evident in Appendix A, where by holding the sewer surcharge rates
constant, the ânnual operating deficit funded by the sewer surcharge reserve increases annually.

In order to maintain the reserve at reasonable levels (approximately $10 million which is a approximately
I6yo of lhe arnùal expenditures), a2%o anrtual :.ate increase is currently projected to be required starting in
2018.
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Comparison of Charges
Inclusive ofthe 2016 budget, there will have been rate increases in only two ofthe last eight years.

However, Based on the 2015 BMA Study, Windsor,s sewer surcharge costs, ât g661 per year for the
average residential consumer remain higher than the provincial average of $47 i (though Windsor's costs
are below average for the healy users in the commercial and industrial category).

This is not due to inefficiencies (see attached Appendix C

- OMBI comparison chart that shows
Windsor's operating costs are among the lowest in the province). Rather, the main reason for the higher
cost is the amount ofsewer capital projects that are funded by the sewer surcharge. Windsor,s share oithe
sewer surcharge revenues that go to firnd capital projects ranks highest in the province. In other words, as
an older municipality with older infrastructure the funds are being put to good use to fund projects aimed
at curbing basement flooding. Reducing the sewer surcharge rates would directly reduci tire ongoing
basement flooding mitigation efforts.
when comparing the combined costs of prope¡ty taxes, water, ând the sewer surcharge, the
Windsor property owner pays

!q

average

in total charges than the provincial average.

Contributions to the Pollution Conúrol Equipment Renlacement Reserve Funds
Annually, contributions are made from the Sewer Surcharge Operating Fund to the three pollution
Control reserves; one for the Lou Romano Water Reclamation Plant (LRWRP), one for the Little River
Pollution Control Plant (LRPCP), and another for the City's Pumping Stations. These tlree reserves are
used to fund capital expenditures related to equipment refurbishment & replacement at the above noted
facilities. These reserves, and the contributions to them, have been in place for some time and are

monitored and adjusted periodically as capital needs change.

Presentþ, the annual contributions to the reserves total 92,703,16t, with the LRÌWRp reserve receiving
$1,391,830, the LRPCP reserve receiving $573,9s1, and the pumping Stations reserve receivin!
9737,537. Given current contribution levels and capital spending pro¡ecìions, the three rese*es are
"u"h
projecfed to be in a deficit position at different times over the next 15 years. In light of these updated
capital need projections, Administration is recommending that the total contributioni remain unchanged
ror 2016, but be reallocated accordingly: s891,830 to the LRWRp reserve (a $500,000 reductiõn),
$798,981 to the LRPCP reserve (a $225,000 increase), and g1,012,357 to the pumping Stations reserve (a
$275,000 increase). Although this reallocation balances the fi¡nd balances between the reserve funds, it
does not improve the long term sustainability of the reserves. Based on currenl projections, the tfuee
reserves are projected to be in a $9.8 million deficit position by 2030. In order the match the reserve firnd
balances with the projected capital expenditures going forward, the 5 Year projection for the Sewer
Surcharge Operating Fund (Appendix A) includes a $750,000 increase to the Depreciation (Transfer to
Reserves for Equipment Reserves) line item starting in 20 1 I .

6.

CONSULTATIONS:

Windsor Utilities Commission St¿ff
Public Works Staff

i:'
l
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7.

CONCLUSION:

Given recent lower water consumption projections provided by WUC staff, minor increasing costs in the
sewer surcharge operating fund, and the need to continue to fund much needed basement flooding
mitigation projects as previously approved by Council, it is recommended that sewer surcharge rates
remain unchanged for 2016.

Tony Ardovini
Deputy Treasurer, Financial

Planning

Chief X'inancial Officer/City Treasurer and
Corporate Leader Finance ând Technology

,j

'fiarf,wioterton

ffi

City Engineer and Corporate Leader
Environment¿l Protection and
Transportation

lhl'J

Ch{ef Administrative Offrcer

TA
APPENDICES:
Appendix A - 2016 Sewer Surcharge Budget & X'our Year Forecast Q0l7-2020)
Appendix B - Fixed Sewer Surcharge Rates
Appendix C - OMBI - What is the total cost of wastewater collection and conveyance?
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Appendix A

Sewer Surcharge - 2016 Budget and Four Year Forecast (2017-2020)
Forecast based on No Change to Rates on January 7,2016
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

PUBLIC WORKS EXPENDITURES
POTLUTION CONTROL

TreatrEnt Planb & Pump Shlons
Deprecialion (Transþr To Reserues

bl EquÞnentReplacemên0

to,¿o¿,¿tzì 16,464,141 |
16,7s3,424 17,129,292 i
17,471,878 )
17,821,316
2,703,168 2,703,168 2,703,168 3,453,168 3,453,168 3,453,168
19,167,585 19,167,309 19,496,592 20,582,460 20,925,046 21,274,484

SE\4/ER I\¡AINTENANCE & REPAIR

5,623,159 5,825,063 5,941,564 6,060,396 6,181,603
1,050,747 1,191É21 1,215,351 1,239,658 1,264,452

PW- operatons
PW- Environnìenbl SeNìces

6,305,236

224,177 220,594 225,006 229,506 234,096
108,22ø 129,892 132,490 135,140 137,842

PW- Engineering & Corporab Projeô
PW- Adminisûalion

7,006,311 7,367,070 7,514,4't1 7,664,700 7,817,9ê4

1,289,741

238,778
140,599

7,974,353

Tolal Public Works 0perat¡ng Budget Expenditu¡es
Total Pub lic Works Cap¡tal Expend¡tu res

21,600,000

Contingent Publ¡cWoftsCapital Expenditures(Note

E)

TOTAL PUBLIC WORKS EXPENDITURES

OÌHER EXPENDITURES
DebtSerlicing Cosb - LRURP 20 Year Debenture

2,565,079

ENV\4N AdmÌnistaton Fee

3,524,400

2,565,079

2,565,079 2,565,079 2,565,079

3,443,000
3,511,860 3,582,097 3,653,739
I
3,491,173 3,369,407
3,402/70 3,489,301 3,524,013
500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000

overhead Allocaüon (TransÊr b Curren0
Appeal Refu nds & General Expenses

't0,080,652 9,877,486 I,979,709 10,136,477 10,242,831

TOÏAT OTHER EXPENDITURES

2,565,079

3,726¡14
3,559,419
500,000
10,351,312

TOTAL OF ÄLL EXPENDITURES

I s8,429,977 ) sÌ,4zg,gn s9,s98,s77 I 60,?90,s48 I 62,006,3s9
(365,719) 418,112 (160,735) (38s,06r) 204,677 806,210

SURCHARGE REVENUES

59,s88,829

NET CHANGE IN SEWER SURCHARGE

OPERAÎING FUND #28

PROJECTED CUMIIIULATIVE BALANCE OF SEWER

SURCIIARGE RESERVE FUND #I53

't0,419,112

A'OTES:
jA - Assumes general expenditures increase al arale ot

2o/o

per annum (2017-2020) for infation, except where specifc projeclions arc available and an

sewer surchaçe rab increase of2% starling in 2018.
iannual
-6äieo

E¡veftead

öñ-i'¿ oitoul-puol¡c wo*s expenoitrres.

;xpendiureãllocar¡on

--

i..

iD -

the

chart above is meant

b

reflect

he

net u/astewater expenditures funded by

fie

ser,r,er

surcharge f¡erétore, èipénoitlres and revenues in üe chart

exclude approximately $2.5 million ¡n expenses funded directy by billings to tre towns ofLasalle & Tecumseh.
E - $2.1 million of

L

i should
It

tìe Contingent Public Work-ãpia expenoiture for ælS

-

---l:--'*

"Oeen
nas

rãõmme.nOäd ai additional tundinö ror

treimd ðãpiatúðg;t

be stressed that both the Windsor UtilÍty Commission's water consumption and Public Work's expenditure

figures are projections. As with all projections, they are based on a number ofvariables and assumptions that, if not
achieved, may materially impactthe results of this model. This is especiallytrue for longerterm projections such as this.
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Appendix B

Fixed Sewer Surcharge Rates
Residential Accounts
Stand Alone Fixed Sewer Su

$15.8i
Sand Alone Fixed
Sewer Surcharge

Commercial Accounts
Stand Alone Fixed
Sewer Surcharge

Meter Size
25mm

1

2"

I

4"

$1

51mm

$315.11

100mm

I'

13
.02

200mm

Metre Size
1

1%"
2',

3"
4"
o
8"
10"

25mm
40mm
51mm
75mm
100mm
150mm
200mm
250mm

$80.58
$188.77
s315.11
$566.33

$r.002.85
$1.831.13
$3.051.02
$s026.15
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Appendix C

What is the totail cost for the eollectionr eãrrveyariqe, treatrfiënt and disposal of wãsteruater?
ñ1935.6 foht çilel of lrysslEhE{ÊrËofle[fur¡çonvelunce

ar'rd

Ïrcr!ìmenúüfuEË8lper [,f€,S5[frë

ûJrd¡ridÊç

6í¡orfbfu¡]

lnleErãtêd Systems {tn Ttìüusànds)

Th'Þ-T¡È!r Systems

Sr?

9ls
foB-

fo3

s

Sou¡ce:

ùfre

[fe

cÀL

BUR

lt'ffiRil5I

Tn

R

rN |l¡

D

r.rJ|l,lN

Fif,|rr¡enwj

d¡nfests¡¡ctÍe, addÍoÆs and dEFssãfs drqpüal siFseÊ csf!¡rhl

fr¡F¡d e¡rFånd¡rüæE,

e{Ë

dîposell
tewns¡Éle lhran cor4ooner¡l9 nffh

fÉ¡e eJr@ptior¡

sf c6[bd¡on wt¡[afr

¡i9

f¡¡e leqpofl$]Þify ofrbcal n¡ú.¡¡'cipáú{Tes

l,}dîif f¡}enúorjr¡daniBs.
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